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FIRE FROM THE SKY 
 

"Dad,” Alex asked his father as he watched the morning news, “where's 
Malmo?" 

Sitting at the dining table, his father looked up from his laptop.  
"Where's what?" 

"Malmo.  Where is it?" 
“Where you left it, maybe?” 
“Dad...” Alex said exasperatedly.  His father was making his attempt at 

what he thought was humour.  If Alex didn’t press him for a straight answer 
now he wouldn’t be getting one within the next few minutes - or possibly ever.  
“Seriously...” 

His father grinned at him.  "It’s in Sweden." 
"Sweden?" 
"Definitely Sweden," said his father, looking back at his laptop screen.  "I 

used to know someone who lived there for a while.  Why do you ask?" 
"They've had meteorites hit there as well," Alex said.  "One of them's hit 

a ship in the harbour.  They think it might be sinking.  Look." 
His father looked up again.  On the TV was a dark image of a container 

ship with an orange hull listing to one side.  There was a jagged hole high up in 
its side with black smoke rising from it into the dark early morning sky. 

The picture cut back to the news presenters: a man and a woman sitting 
on a sofa.  The subject had changed and the man was talking about the first 
landing on the moon now. 

Alex let out a small grunt of annoyance. 
"What's up?" his father asked, his eyes back on his screen. 
"What are they talking about this for?" 
"It's the moon landing anniversary," his father said.  "This is history." 
"You said it.  They should be talking about the meteorites." 
"They’ve talked about nothing else so far.  Since when do you pay so 

much attention to the news, anyway?" 
"Since there's something interesting on it." 
"Well you've been at it solid since you got up," said his father.  "Get 

yourself out of the house for a while.  You've seen all these pieces of film about 
ten times already.  They just keep showing the same ones." 

"You want rid of me?" Alex grinned. 
"Of course not.  But it's a glorious summer day out there for once so you 

should go out and get yourself some sun, Son." 



"Don't feel like it." 
“Don’t care.  You should be out for a bit today.” 
“I really don’t feel like it.” 
"I really don't care.  I need some peace," his father smiled back.  "Go and 

watch the skies or something." 
"Something like what?" 
"Like anything.  Go and never darken my door again until lunch, say 

around half twelve," said his father with a smile.  "I banish you.  Begone!" 
“All right...” 
Forty minutes later Alex was at the top of Dunnistag, the nearest hill, 

just on the edge of the village.  He hadn't told him of course, but Alex liked his 
father's idea about watching the skies and this was the best place nearby.  His 
father was right about the weather as well, it was a gloriously sunny morning 
in July and today was going to be a really hot one; Alex could feel the heavy 
heat building up on his skin even under the layer of sun cream his father had 
irritatingly insisted he put on just because his mother had reminded him to this 
morning. 

His father was working from home today while Alex was off school for 
the holidays.  He was using the living room so he could have the BBC News 
channel on the television all the time with the volume low.  For once, Alex had 
not wanted to watch anything else that morning.  The news had been showing 
pictures of burning and half-demolished buildings since they had turned it on.  
The big story was the meteorites that had fallen from space last night and early 
that morning.  In some places they had only just stopped a couple of hours 
ago, the newsreader had said.  Scientists were saying most of them must have 
burned up in the atmosphere before they could hit the ground but hundreds 
had made it all the way down causing a lot of damage.  There were pictures of 
people on an American highway who had stopped their cars and were standing 
by the roadside watching burning white trails filling the darkened sky.  Some of 
them were cheering and whooping like it was a show. 

The news had shown a map of the world with a red wavy line showing 
the area where most of the meteorites had landed.  A lot of them had hit big 
cities: Washington, New York, Philadelphia, London, Oslo, Stockholm, Malmo 
(which Alex had recently learned was in Sweden), St Petersburg and Moscow.  
Others had landed on roads, railway lines and bridges.  A few had landed in 
China and Asia, but not many.  In the middle of the Atlantic a tanker had been 
hit and almost sunk. One man being interviewed had said it was like a terrorist 
attack from space. 

But most of that was half a world away from the top of Dunnistag as 
Alex reached the top of the hill.  In front of him were the ruins of the old fort, a 



set of broken walls made of dark grey stone, built in the middle ages.  The main 
part of it that was left now was a section of wall with a big arched window.  
Nearby were some lines of ancient stone wall that was all that was left of from 
a much older fort built over two thousand years ago.  It had been destroyed 
long before the other one had been built.  Dunnistag was a great place to build 
a castle, Alex had long thought.  The view over the village and the land around 
was unbroken for miles save for the low surrounding hills; anyone approaching 
would have been seen long before they reached it. 

Sitting down on an overgrown chunk of old wall he squinted painfully up 
at the sky which was an almost glowing shade of the palest blue.  It was almost 
completely cloudless.  Miles away and high above he could just see the long, 
ragged white line of a vapour trail from a jet.  Another, smaller plane – much 
lower but still just a black dot from this distance - was circling the village, 
turning slowly in his direction.  Apart from that, the sky was empty.  No 
meteorites here.  So here he was, thirteen years and four days old, on holiday 
and with not much else to do at the moment but to watch the skies for 
meteorites.  Although he had probably missed them now. 

Alex looked back towards the village.  Inchlo sat baking in the heat.  He 
could just see his house far below, a grey dot half hidden behind the church 
clock tower across the road.  Further along the road was the village centre with 
its couple of shops, the post office and a bus stop.  A couple of streets further 
on he could see the red roof of the newly-built annexe of the primary school 
he used to go to. 

Which suddenly exploded. 
Alex watched, stunned, as wreckage flew outwards followed by a small 

orange fireball trailed by thick black smoke, seeing it a second or so before he 
actually heard the blast.  He felt a slight ripple in the air as the sound reached 
him.  There was a hole ripped in the annexe roof and a few orange flames 
visible inside.  A few seconds later another explosion blossomed on the hill 
opposite leaving a dark scar of scorched grass and smouldering heather against 
the slope. 

"What the - ?" 
Two more explosions shook the far hillside and then another larger one 

came from the village again.  Looking over, Alex saw black smoke rising from 
the house next to his.  The old grey bungalow now had more than half of its 
grey tiled roof missing.  Mrs Barraclough! 

Dad! 
The sky above was now streaked with trails of white fire against the blue 

as a couple more meteorites exploded high above.  There was a metallic 
burning smell in the air all around.   One of the white trails screamed 



downwards almost directly over his head to explode just on the other side of 
the village. 

Alex looked around for cover, but there wasn’t much to be found on the 
top of a small hill.  The ruins of the fort walls might give him some shelter but it 
was more likely that they would fall and bury him if a meteorite landed 
anywhere even near them.  Most of the meteorites seemed to be falling from 
behind Dunnistag so if he headed back down towards it on the village side the 
hill itself should shield him.  Maybe. 

He began to jog back down the steep slope, running in short zig zags to 
stop himself falling headlong.  Keeping his eyes on the ground, he didn't see 
but still heard the next couple of explosions well enough – they felt too close.  
Then a strange noise like the sound of an engine made him look up again; the 
small plane he had seen earlier was falling towards Dunnistag.  A line of black 
smoke was trailing from one of its small wings.  Had it been hit? 

He saw it curve down almost directly towards him and then up again as 
its nose pulled up.  Alex thought he could hear what sounded like its engine 
beginning to cut out as it banked to the side and circled around, levelling out at 
the last second and then ploughing into the side of the hill just below him. 

Alex fell over and rolled down helplessly as the entire hillside shook.  He 
stopped just short of the black line of smouldering soil the plane had carved 
out as it crashed.  A second later there was a massive bang.  And then 
everything was strangely peaceful. 

He got back up to his feet and saw the plane had come to rest not far to 
his left.  It was very small, Alex found himself thinking, more like the size of a 
glider.  It was black with triangular wings and two small tail fins sitting on a 
burning dark grey cylinder at the back which Alex assumed had to be the 
engine.    There was no writing or other markings on it.  A black oval canopy sat 
near the front which had sprung slightly open but it was too heavily tinted for 
him to see the pilot. 

As two more explosions sounded on the surrounding hillsides, Alex ran 
to the canopy.  The smoke from the burning engine was drifting away from him 
but the heat was almost too much to let him get near.  The canopy was open 
slightly, a red-gloved hand was resting on the edge of the cockpit.  Alex 
reached to try and pull the canopy further open.  As he did so he realised just 
too late that a lot of the heat was coming from the body of the plane itself as 
well and cried out as he burned the base of his left palm trying to grip it. 

No time for the pain, he found himself thinking: he had to help.  Wincing 
at the heat, Alex reached over and grabbed at the glove protruding from the 
canopy.  Maybe he could pull the pilot out.  Taking hold of the pilot’s hand with 
both of his own he pulled hard.  The body didn't move for a few seconds as he 



tugged and then suddenly found himself falling backwards - the red glove had 
slipped off the pilot’s hand. 

Slipping the glove onto his right hand Alex stepped up close to the 
canopy again and carefully slid it under the opening, grabbing the back of the 
glove with his left hand he began to lift it upwards, pushing his whole weight 
against it.  Surprisingly, the glove kept almost all the heat out. 

For a second nothing happened.  The canopy was too badly jammed.  
Then Alex caught sight of a strange shadow on the edge of his vision.  He 
looked over and saw that the middle section of the plane seemed to be 
collapsing inwards, the wings slowly folding up, then suddenly bending and 
curving in towards a growing circular hole in the fuselage.  It was like the plane 
was turning to dust and being sucked down into a giant vacuum cleaner 
somewhere underneath it. 

There was a sudden loud popping sound and the hole expanded again, 
accelerating outwards - to swallow up Alex.  He didn't even have time to shout 
as he saw the plane completely evaporate and be sucked away.  This couldn’t 
be happening! 

An instant later he saw his own arms start to disintegrate in front of him 
and his vision dissolved, breaking up like interference on a screen.  With a 
feeling of sheer horror, Alex felt himself slipping away, sucked helplessly into a 
deep blackness... 
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SECURITY COUNCIL 
 

It was almost five o’clock in the morning in New York where it was also 
going to be a hot day.  Fires were still burning in many of the buildings which 
had been hit by meteorites and the water and electricity supplies were cut off 
to several areas of the city.  The streets and avenues of Manhattan were 
illuminated by the flashing lights of emergency vehicles attending to more 
incidents than they were able to cope with.  In Washington DC, Philadelphia 
and several other North American cities the scene was the same.  A state of 
emergency had been declared in several areas. 

Adrienne Golovine was very tired.  She had been at work at the United 
Nations interpreting at a late session of discussions between France and the 
United States last night when the meteorites had begun to fall.  The hours 
since then had flown past in a confusing blur as she had been called to 
interpret at a number of swiftly-arranged meetings to discuss the situation 
across the world.  All of the meteorites had fallen in the northern hemisphere 
and the ones that had hit Europe had struck the United Kingdom and 
Scandinavia; her friends and relatives in France seemed to be safe, at least for 
the time being, but she had colleagues with loved ones in some of the affected 
cities who had still been unable to contact them. 

A short time ago the meteorites appeared to have stopped falling and 
the attention of many of the world's governments had moved quickly to rescue 
and clear up operations.  Adrienne had hoped she would be allowed to go 
home and get some rest.  She had managed to call her roommate and found 
out that their apartment in upper West Manhattan was undamaged and the 
thought of climbing into her bed there and getting some sleep was a very 
attractive one just now. 

Instead, she had been called away from her hastily grabbed cup of 
coffee by her apologetic boss in the interpretation service’s French Section.  
There was still a deal of chaos outside in the city.  The entire subway network 
was closed and sections of it had flooded, several streets had been blocked by 
collapsed buildings or were closed because some impacted buildings were in 
danger of collapsing and all the bridges were closed except for emergency, 
army and National Guard vehicles.  Getting more staff, including relief 
interpreters, to work was almost impossible at the moment and on top of that 
the entire UN Building was now being evacuated while an emergency session 
of the Security Council was being convened at a secret location elsewhere.  It 



seemed there was a concern about more meteorites falling and it had been 
decided to move the Council somewhere safer. 

Getting herself ready for the meeting in her booth, Adrienne still wasn't 
quite sure where she was.  She and the rest of the meeting staff had been met 
by soldiers and transported in armoured personnel carriers supplied courtesy 
of the US government.  Unable to see outside her vehicle, she couldn't tell 
which way they had gone but from the short time they had taken she thought 
they must still be somewhere in Manhattan.  After going down a steep slope 
somewhere the carrier had stopped, the doors had been opened and they had 
found themselves in a large underground parking bay.  Army officers had 
escorted them through a number of concrete corridors to a large meeting 
room where the necessary equipment was being set up.  No one had told them 
what kind of place they were in but Adrienne supposed she might be in one of 
the US Government's old shelters built in case of nuclear attack from the 
Soviet Union during the Cold War.  Probably the best place to shelter just now, 
she found herself thinking. 

The fifteen members of the Security Council were already in place.  They 
sat around a large crescent shaped wooden table which, like most of the 
furniture here, seemed to be several decades old.  Facing the table was a 
smaller wooden desk - basically just a table - and a wooden chair.  Several 
armed guards in white helmets stood around the walls.  They held assault 
rifles.  Adrienne had been informed that this would be a very secret session.  
No one who wasn’t directly involved was even to know it was taking place.  All 
that she had been told was that he Security Council meeting would be 
addressed in English and she was required to translate for the French-speaking 
delegates.  The atmosphere was very tense; much tenser than she would have 
expected for a discussion about a natural disaster, even one as colossal as this 
one seemed to be. 

Sweden held the Council chair this month.  Seeing that everything was 
almost ready, the Swedish representative began speaking, the English 
translation coming softly through Adrienne's earpiece for her to translate into 
French. 

"Fellow delegates, thank you for your attendance here today under what 
I think we all appreciate are less than happy circumstances,” said the chairman.  
“Along with a number of other countries, my own has been terribly affected by 
the events of the last few hours.  On behalf of the government of Sweden I 
would like to express thanks to those other nations who have made offers of 
assistance and expressions of sympathy.  We also wish to express our 
sympathy to the other nations affected by these events and would extend any 
aid we can to them as well. 



"Before we begin hearing from our speaker there are some details I 
must inform you of.  At different times during the meteorite shower the 
governments of The People's Republic of China, the United Kingdom, the 
Russian Federation and the United States of America received, via their 
intelligence agencies' monitoring systems, some communications in English 
giving the GPS location of a particular building on each of their territories and a 
statement reading 'ten minutes gray'.  In each case a meteorite hit each 
building exactly ten minutes after the communication had been received.  Two 
hours ago these governments received another communication including the 
word 'gray' requesting that a speaker address this Council at this time.  The 
communication also stated that a smaller meteor shower would fall over an 
area of the northern United Kingdom just prior to this meeting.  I have just 
received information that such an event is indeed taking place as we sit here 
now. 

"The implication of these communications is obvious.  It is that the 
meteorites which have caused such massive destruction to parts of our planet 
are not - or at least are not wholly - a natural phenomenon.  Checks have been 
made against the times the first communications were received and it appears 
that all of them were indeed received before the meteorites struck.  Someone 
appears to have some sort of control over the meteorites.  Given this, we have 
agreed to convene here to listen to an address by an individual who has 
identified himself as Mr Gray.  This Mr Gray now has the floor." 

As the Swedish representative finished speaking the door behind the 
small desk opened and two men entered.  They were tall and spare with 
almost unnaturally white skin, emphasised by their jet black hair slicked 
smoothly and neatly back from their foreheads.  Both wore black suits and 
white shirts, one with a grey tie and one with a dark blue tie.  The man with 
the blue tie was about a head taller than the man with the grey tie but apart 
from that they were very similar, almost identical.  If she had been forced to 
make a judgement Adrienne would have said they could have been brothers. 

The man in the grey tie sat down at the desk while the other man stood 
at his right shoulder, his hands clasped in front of him, like a bodyguard.  The 
seated man placed his hands on the edge of the desk. 

"Good morning members of the Security Council.  I am Mr Gray," he said 
in English.  "My associate here is Mr Grise.  Thank you for agreeing to this 
meeting at the short notice we have given you." 

Adrienne began translating his words along with the other interpreters.  
She noticed out of the corner of her eye that as Mr Gray spoke some of them 
seemed to be having difficulty being sure what they were hearing.  Once, she 
found herself thinking, she would have been among them. 



Mr Gray continued: "Meteorites have fallen across two of Earth's 
continents in the last few hours.  Your astronomers will confirm to you that 
large showers of meteorites will generally occur when the Earth moves into an 
area of space occupied by asteroids and other rocks and materials that fall as 
meteorites as they are captured by the Earth's gravity and fall to the ground.  
Most are quite small and it is very rare for a meteorite of any great size to 
reach the surface of the Earth before it burns up completely falling through the 
atmosphere. 

"Your astronomers may be able to judge that the size of the meteorites 
that fell were almost identical.  The falls were also concentrated on several 
major population centres while surrounding areas were left largely unaffected.  
As you will be aware, cities occupy a very small fraction of the Earth's surface 
yet a number have been hit over a period of a few hours. 

"These two facts are statistically so unlikely that, along with our 
communications identifying specific targets before they were hit, we hope that 
you will accept this as evidence that this event was not an act of nature.  It was 
engineered.  By us." 

There was a babble of alarmed conversation from the Council members.  
Mr Gray paused giving the chairman a chance to call them to order. 

"Are you saying to us, Mr Gray, that these events were a deliberate 
attack?" said the chairman once quiet was restored. 

"Yes," replied Mr Gray simply. 
"And that you, or those you represent, were behind this attack?" 
"Yes.  If you will note the time I can demonstrate this further by 

informing you that the meteorite shower falling over north eastern Scotland 
has just ceased." 

There was some more hurried conversation and several aides were sent 
from the room to make checks. 

"Who is it that you represent?" asked the chairman.  "And what is the 
purpose behind your attack." 

"The purpose of the meteorites is to give you a demonstration of our 
capabilities," said Mr Gray.  "A warning shot.  A shot across your bows, if you 
will." 

There was an interruption from the Russian member: 
"And why have you made this demonstration?  Do you have a dispute 

with the nations you have attacked?" 
"We have no dispute," replied Mr Gray.  "Only some demands." 
"And what are your demands?" asked the Swedish chairman.  "It would 

also help us to know which organisation you represent." 



"I do not represent any organisation on Earth," Mr Gray replied.  "As 
your member nations' intelligence services will be able to confirm, there is no 
human organisation able to launch an attack of this kind.  I represent a power 
from beyond your planet." 

There was more excited conversation.  It took the chairman another few 
minutes to restore order again before he continued: 

"Are you saying to us that you represent an extraterrestrial power?  That 
aliens from other planets are behind these attacks?" 

"Yes," replied Mr Gray. 
"That is ridiculous!" interrupted the US member. 
"Not so," replied Mr Gray.  "Your government and others have made 

investigations into sightings of many unidentified aircraft, some of which have 
remained unexplained.  In the case of Russia, one report some years ago 
concluded that some such cases could only be explained by the existence of an 
unknown civilization and technology.  You see, we have done our research on 
you much more thoroughly than you have done on us." 

"And now, after all these years, aliens just come out of hiding and reveal 
themselves?" asked the US member. 

"It is only now that we have been required to do so.  You are limited by 
your human experience.  Our timescales are different to yours." 

"And what is the name of this alien civilization?" asked the chairman. 
"That is difficult to translate into any human language.  If you wish to 

give it a name the letter 'G' is as good as any." 
"And what is the purpose of this demonstration of power by G?" 
"So that the human race will agree to its demands." 
"And what are G's demands?" 
"One hundred thousand adult human beings below the age of thirty 

years,” said Mr Gray.  “They will be handed over to G and taken from this 
planet." 

There was another babble of excited and alarmed conversation from the 
Council before the chairman regained control and was able to continue his 
questions. 

"Why do you want these people?" 
"G has need of a labour force on other worlds," Mr Gray replied.  "At 

least one of the worlds we wish to develop is capable of sustaining humans.  
They will be transported there to work for us." 

"They will become your slaves?" the chairman asked slowly. 
"They will be required to carry out any work we demand.  In time the 

human population will increase on that world and we will be better able to 
exploit its resources using their labour." 



"That will be seen as unacceptable by many - if not most - of the human 
race.  How do you expect us to provide G with so many, even if we were to 
agree to your demands?" 

"That is up to yourselves," replied Mr Gray.  "The United Nations has 
over one hundred and ninety members.  If the number of humans demanded is 
divided equally between them that is approximately five hundred and twenty 
humans from each nation.  How you provide them is up to you.  They may 
volunteer or be forced.  You may do this secretly or openly.  I am sure all 
governments can find five hundred and twenty people within their countries 
who could be made to vanish without being too much missed." 

"And what if we do not agree to your demands?" asked the chairman.  
"What if we refuse to provide these people?" 

"I have already outlined that today was just a demonstration of our 
power," said Mr Gray.  "A few thousand individuals are likely to have been 
killed at the most.  If you refuse we can inflict an attack that will kill hundreds 
of thousands, or millions.  You must weigh the lives of millions against the lives 
of one hundred thousand." 

Mr Gray stood up before continuing: 
"I do not expect you to give us an answer immediately.  It is understood 

that humans must discuss and argue before any big decisions can be made 
concerning their planet.  You have forty-eight hours to give us an answer.  
Either myself, Mr Grise or Mr Grau - another of our colleagues - will return to 
this place at that time to hear your answer.  I expect the arrangements made 
for us to leave here to be honoured or there will be more devastating 
consequences than you have already experienced.  I thank the Security Council 
for its time." 

The two men turned and left the room, the door seeming to open on its 
own to let them through.  There was silence for a moment from the Council as 
it closed behind them. 

 
 
 
About thirty minutes later Mr Gray approached another man dressed in 

a black suit and white shirt and looking very similar to him on a path near the 
reservoir in New York's Central Park.  This man wore a black tie. 

"Did you manage to evade them?" asked the waiting man in a low voice.  
The language he spoke was not one that any interpreter at the United Nations 
had ever heard. 

"Yes, Grau.  We were successful.  They are not tracking us." 
"Good.  How did your discussions go?" 



"We have delivered the demands.  I do not know if they will agree 
immediately.  I suspect another demonstration may be required." 

"That would be unfortunate for them," said Mr Grau. 
"There may be a further complication that will have to be dealt with," 

said Gray.  "Grise and I detected a device in the room.  Not a human device." 
"Were you able to identify its origin?" 
"It was almost certainly of Refugee manufacture." 
"That is not entirely unexpected.  We have suspected some may have 

taken shelter here.  Could there have been a Refugee present at the meeting?" 
"No.  The device was carried by one of the humans present.  A female 

translator we think.  Not one of the Council members." 
"If you are right.  We will need to investigate further.  How do you wish 

to proceed?" 
"You and I carry on as planned.  I have left Grise to locate and track the 

human.  He will report back to us once he has either located the source of the 
device or apprehended her." 

"Very well." 
The two men walked away through the park as the day began to break, 

revealing a smoke-filled sky sitting over a cityscape punctuated with broken 
and burning skyscrapers.  An emergency field hospital of army tents and 
temporary huts had been set up in one part of the park, taking patients with 
minor injuries from the overflowing Mt Sinai hospital nearby.  The two men 
avoided it, walking north instead.  When they reached the Huddlestone Arch 
they stopped, regarding the nineteenth century archway which supported the 
roadway above without any mortar or supports holding it together and 
admiring its construction.  When no one else was nearby the two men walked 
along the path through it, disappearing from view.  They did not emerge again. 

 
 
 
Adrienne was now at a stage beyond tiredness where she felt almost too 

alert.  The discussions at the Security Council had gone on for over an hour 
after the two men had left.  They had been chaotic with so much new 
information to examine and the incredible demands to consider.  Several 
members were refusing to believe the story about alien blackmail and were 
insisting the whole thing was an elaborate hoax.  Others believed it was an 
international terrorist plot and there had been heated arguments over why 
some countries had been affected but not others. 

In the end the Council had agreed to adjourn for a few hours to allow 
the delegates time to contact their own governments and to consider calling a 



meeting of the full United Nations in a closed session to discuss what to do.  It 
all meant delay.  Through it all Adrienne had found herself wishing she could 
share some information that she had, but she felt it would have simply 
increased the confusion - and caused a lot of trouble for her. 

When the session had finally finished she was allowed to go home.  The 
army had returned her and the other staff to the dark obelisk of the UN 
Building which was still closed even though she and the Security Council now 
knew it would likely be two more days before any more meteorites fell.  
Maybe just enough time to get the beginning of the rescue and clear up 
operation done before the destruction began again. 

Her cell phone was not working: apparently the network was down now 
or had been shut down by the authorities for emergency use.  She found a cop 
who was able to tell her which streets were blocked so she could work out how 
to get home.  It was unlikely she would find a cab at that end of Manhattan 
where some of the worst damage had been caused.  It looked like she was 
going to have a long walk until she could get to an area where the traffic was 
running more normally. 

She set off north along First Avenue, intending to avoid several blocked 
streets and eventually turn west towards Amsterdam Avenue where her 
apartment was.  She was not alone: all around her were office workers and 
others who had clearly been up all or most of the night as well, trying to make 
their way home on foot.  They had probably been unable or too scared to get 
home during the chaos last night, spending the night in their workplaces or 
sheltering where they could.  Others were coming in the opposite direction, 
apparently trying to get to their places of work – if they were still operating - as 
the city tried to pick itself up and carry on again. 

Adrienne had gone almost three blocks and was regretting her choice of 
heels when she realised that she might be being followed.  Out of the corner of 
her eye she caught sight of a man in a black suit walking slightly behind her on 
the opposite side of the street.  When she looked round after waiting a few 
seconds he was gone.  A few minutes later she caught sight of him again, but 
once more he was gone when she looked again. 

She considered stopping at a bar or cafe so there would be people 
around to help her but there was nothing open in sight.  Then she suddenly 
sensed someone behind her.  She stopped and turned to see the man in the 
black suit standing before her, hair slicked back over a long thin scalp.  He wore 
a blue tie: it was Mr Grise. 

"You are carrying something unusual," he said. 
She held up her handbag with her right hand as her left went slowly to 

the pocket of her jacket. 



"A girl needs her purse," she said, trying to delay and give herself time to 
think.  “It’s Givenchy.  Well, not really.  Fake but pretty.” 

The fingers of her left hand closed around the pen-like object in her 
pocket. 

"Don't," said Mr Grise calmly but with authority. 
As Adrienne's thumb clicked on the end of the object Mr Grise made a 

lunge towards her.  She was ready for him, shouting for help and swinging her 
fake bag at his face but he was much faster than she had expected, dodging 
the bag easily and grabbing her arm before she could get out of the way. 

Then, in front of the eyes of a dozen already shocked New Yorkers, with 
a faint popping sound and a small gust of air, Adrienne and Mr Grise simply 
disappeared. 
 
  



3 
 

WELCOME TO AMERICA 
 

"He's coming round," said a tinny voice from what seemed to be a long 
way away. 

Alex opened his eyes.  There was a pulsing pain behind them and a dull 
ringing in his ears.  He was lying on a hard floor somewhere dark and cool.  He 
tried to sit up but he was too dizzy and almost vomited.  He screwed his eyes 
closed again.  Unseen hands took hold of him and helped him turn gently onto 
his side. 

"That's it," said the distant voice again, a man's voice.  "You might want 
to be sick but that's okay." 

Alex fought down the burning contents of his stomach as his head 
pounded even more. 

"You're okay," said the voice.  "How's Hans?"  The man sounded as if he 
was looking away. 

"Help me with him!" came another tinny voice, female this time, 
shouting urgently. 

"Wait here," said the man to Alex.  “I’ll be right back.” 
Alex lay where he was, without much option, breathing deeply as the 

pain and dizziness slowly began to pass.  He could hear the two tinny voices 
talking quickly and urgently but he couldn't make out what was being said.  
After a moment or two he risked opening his eyes again. 

He was in a large round chamber lined with concrete.  Around the walls 
at regular intervals were devices like small generators with what looked like 
satellite dishes on top of them, all pointing in towards the centre of the room.  
Something – he didn’t know what – gave him the impression he was 
somewhere underground. 

Alex sat up, shaking.  The dizziness was almost gone now.  The ringing in 
his ears was beginning to get quieter and he felt less sick as he moved.  He 
looked toward the centre of the room.  The wreck of the plane was there, just 
as it had been lying on the hillside.  A small mound of grass, soil and rock sat 
underneath and around it.  Two figures were standing by the canopy, looking 
inside.  They were dressed in coloured suits and helmets that reminded Alex of 
the kind of costume you see on characters in a science fiction video game, not 
quite like space suits and not quite like armour.  The taller one, in a green suit, 
was shaking its head while the other figure, much shorter and in a yellow suit 
was holding its hands up to cover its triangular face plate.  The plates were 
tinted a dark grey, like the plane’s canopy, so Alex couldn't see their faces. 



Lowering its hands, the yellow figure looked round and saw that Alex 
was sitting up.  It rushed over to him.  The figure moved smoothly and easily in 
the suit, Alex could hardly see the joins where the thinner parts of the suit 
covered the areas around the knees and elbows.  The figure crouched down 
and grabbed him painfully by the shoulders.   

"What happened?" the figure shouted at him.  It was the female voice 
he had heard earlier.  "Where were you?" 

"Easy, Star," said the other figure, approaching and putting a hand on 
her arm.  "The poor kid doesn't even know where he is." 

The man had a good point, thought Alex. 
"Where... where am I?" Alex gasped.  The effort of talking almost made 

him vomit again but he managed to keep it down. 
"Safe," said the green figure.  "You're safe here." 
The green figure crouched down beside him.  As Alex watched, a thin 

line appeared around the tinted visor which swiftly slid down into the front of 
the suit's thick collar as the rest of the helmet slid backwards, folding itself up 
smoothly and merging with the back of the collar.  Alex saw a man's face, 
blond, unshaven and wearing a pair of glasses.  He smiled at Alex. 

"I'm Carl," he said.  "Carl Carter.  What's your name?"  His voice was 
different now the helmet was gone and Alex's hearing was closer to normal.  It 
was soft with some American accent. 

"Alex.  Alex Wolfe." 
"Pleased to meet you, Alex.  This is Star, my... associate." 
The yellow figure's helmet slid back in the same way as Carl's to reveal 

the face of a young girl.  She was older than Alex, about fifteen or maybe 
sixteen, dark haired and brown eyed,  almost pretty. 

"Hi Alex," she said without enthusiasm.  She sounded American as well, 
a different accent to Carl's. 

"Hi." 
"Do you remember what happened?" asked Carl. 
"There was a crash.  Meteorites were falling everywhere.  The plane 

crashed and I tried to get it open." 
"Is that when you got the glove?" Star interrupted.  "Did you take it and 

put it on?" 
"Easy, Star," said Carl. 
"The plane was too hot," Alex said.  "I wanted to get it open." 
"And you used the glove?" said Carl.  "That was good thinking." 
"And it worked for him and not Hans?" Star said.  "How?" 



"It might have taken a while to kick in," Carl was musing.  "It's not been 
tried for catastrophic damage before.  Interesting that the glove disengaged 
from the rest of the suit at all.  But if Hans was already - " 

He stopped, meeting Star's gaze.  She looked like she was on the verge 
of crying. 

"We'll have to check the recordings before we know for sure," he said. 
"Is the pilot all right?" Alex asked. 
Star stood up abruptly and walked away, her arms folded, hands 

gripping her elbows as she stood with her back to them.  Carl watched her go.  
He sighed gently and sadly. 

"He didn't make it, Alex," he said, looking back to him.  "You couldn't 
have done anything for him.  I don't think anyone could." 

"He's dead?" 
"Nothing you could do, Alex.  Let's just concentrate on you for a minute.  

Can you stand up?" 
"I think so." 
"Good boy," said Carl as he helped Alex to his feet.  You've just joined a 

rather exclusive club.  As far as I know only two other human beings have done 
what you've done today." 

"What's that?" 
"Survived a matter transport." 
"A what?" 
Carl helped Alex to his feet.  His legs were still shaking but he had control 

of his body again now. 
"It's complicated, but you've just been moved a very long way very fast." 
"So where am I now?" 
"All in good time, Alex.  Star, help me get him down to the infirmary.  

We'll talk more when we're there." 
 
 
 
Fifteen minutes later Alex was sitting on an examination couch in what 

seemed to be some sort of medical centre.  A white-haired woman who 
introduced herself as Doctor Sloane had checked him over and told Carl that 
he seemed to be all right.  Star had left them after helping Carl support Alex 
along a dark concrete corridor to a lift and then along another section of 
corridor into the medical centre. 

"You feeling better now?" asked Carl once Sloane had said he seemed 
fit. 

"Yes, thanks." 



"You've had a busy day already and it's only about five-thirty a.m.," Carl 
said. 

"No it's not," said Alex.  "It's about half ten."  Alex was sure it couldn’t 
have been more than half an hour or so since the crash. 

Carl smiled.  "Yes, you're probably right.  Can you tell me more about 
what happened when you saw the plane go down?" 

Alex told him about what he'd seen on Dunnistag and the plane crash.  
Carl asked him a few questions about how the plane had been flying before it 
was hit which Alex answered before asking a question of his own. 

"How did I get here?" 
"I suppose you've a right to know," said Carl.  "You've helped us.  And I 

think it's probably because of you that we've got Hans back here.  The plane 
you saw was an experimental model he was flying because his regular one was 
damaged and needing repair.  It's got a device on board we've been 
experimenting with that can transport an object from one place to another 
almost instantly or at least in a few seconds.  It's a bit complex but basically the 
object just seems to vanish from one place and appear in another." 

"Like a teleport?" 
"That would be a fancy name for it.  It’s not a term I like.  Too much like 

science fiction.  This is fact." 
"Did it split me into pieces and put me back together again?" 
"No, it's more like the particles you're made up of move to an extra 

dimension for a small amount of time and then come back but they’re put back 
in a slightly different place.  Sort of a short cut.  But, like I say, it's involved and 
we're still not sure of the process.  The plane Hans was in had one fitted that 
was supposed to return it here if it ever suffered serious damage.  We thought 
we’d switched it off but it seems to have worked, maybe something to do with 
the damage it took setting some of the systems off.  Seems like one of those 
meteorites hit it.  It looks like the device didn't work immediately when it 
crashed, though, or it might be because Hans was killed when it hit the ground 
and when you got to it the plane sensed there was someone there and turned 
it on.  Either way you seem to have got caught up in the transport and arrived 
here." 

"Where is here?" 
"I don't think my boss would be very happy with me if I told you exactly, 

Alex.  What we do is pretty secret.  So why don't I just take this chance to 
simply welcome you to America." 

"America?" 
Carl nodded and smiled.  "Don't worry, Alex.  We'll see you get home." 



Alex was about to say he didn't believe it but, he realised, he had seen 
enough strange things today, whatever time it actually was.  And if he really 
was in America then the time really would be different. 

"Was Hans your friend?" Alex asked after a pause. 
"Yes," said Carl.  "And Star was very fond of him as well.  I think it'll hit 

her harder than me." 
"I'm sorry." 
"Hans knew the risks of what he was doing, Alex.  But thank you." 
There was an uncomfortable silence for a moment which was ended 

when Star came in. 
"Well?  Did he tell you what happened?" she demanded to Carl. 
"Yes," Carl replied.  "Hans was hit by a meteorite.  Looks like we 

predicted the impact zone correctly.  Hans just got himself a little too close." 
Star nodded, sadly. 
"Did you speak to Blue?" Carl asked. 
"Yes.  I told him what happened."  She looked at Alex.  "He wants to talk 

to you." 
"Who's Blue?" asked Alex. 
"He's our boss," said Carl. 
"If he is a he," said Star. 
"What?" said Alex. 
"Just a turn of phrase, Alex," Carl said, looking pointedly at Star. 
"We need to set up a speaker," said Star.  "He'll stay upstairs and speak 

to us from there." 
"Why isn't he coming down here?" said Alex. 
"He's very shy," said Star.  "You ask too many questions." 
"You certainly don't answer enough." 
Star looked at him but seemed suddenly lost for words.  Alex noticed 

Carl stifle a smile as he crossed to a computer terminal and clicked the mouse 
a few times.  From somewhere nearby Alex heard a speaker turn on with faint 
sounds of movement from another room. 

"We're all here, Blue," said Carl. 
"How is our new guest?"  The voice sounded old, each word was 

pronounced separately and slightly haltingly.  It wasn't like any voice Alex had 
heard before. 

"Sloane says he seems fine," said Carl.  "Looks like the transporter 
worked okay this time." 

"Good.  But that is of secondary importance," said the voice Alex 
assumed was Blue.  "The boy must be returned home." 

"How do we do that?" asked Star.  "We've got enough to do just now." 



"You will take him.  There is a flyer ready for takeoff.  We have retrieved 
the co-ordinates and readings from Hans' flyer.  At optimum speed you can be 
there in under three hours." 

"No!" Star protested.  "You need me here now.  We're one pilot and one 
flyer down as it is.  I can't waste time babysitting some kid as I take him home!" 

"Star," said Blue.  "I understand." 
"No, you don't!" 
Carl interjected.  “I agree with Star.  It’s a long journey.  Too far for her.” 
“No it’s not!” Star snapped at him.  “I’ve got enough hours of flying time 

now - not that I’m going to do it.” 
“You’re still in double figures and only a couple solo,” said Carl. 
“The automatic pilot will do most of the flying,” said Blue.  “We have the 

location from the wrecked flyer’s systems.  The boy needs someone to 
accompany him home.” 

“I don’t want to be sent off babysitting!” Star protested.  “This serious – 
Hans is dead!” 

"Yes, and he is one of many.  Enough people have been hurt and killed 
and separated from their loved ones already today, Star," said Blue.  "We will 
return Alex, at least, to his home.  En route and while you are there I need you 
to do a damage assessment of where the meteorites have fallen.  After that 
you will be busy, as you wish." 

Star glowered at the monitor even though there was no image to glower 
at.  "All right," she said.  "But how do we know he won't compromise us?" 

"He doesn't know anything that can damage us," said Carl.  "And if I 
were you, I'd just keep quiet about this part of your adventure today, Alex.  
Just say you were hiding from the meteorites when you're asked where you 
were.  Say you stayed hiding until you were sure it was safe to go out into the 
open again." 

"You got parents waiting for you at home?" asked Star. 
"Yes.  My dad was at home.  I don't know if he's all right." 
"I'm sure he'll be fine," said Carl. 
"He'll be missing you," said Star, a little calmer now.  "All right.  Let's go." 
"Yes, no time like the present," said Carl.  He extended a hand to Alex.  

"Pleased to have met you, Alex." 
Alex took Carl's hand in his and shook it.  He realised he was still wearing 

the red glove. 
“You’d better hand that back to Star before you go,” Carl said 
"Come on," said Star.  "We need to get going.  Now." 
Carl turned to look at some figures on a monitor.  He and Sloane were 

instantly deep in conversation. 



Star led Alex along another stretch of corridor and into the lift which 
took them up this time.  They stood in silence as the lift ascended until Star 
turned to him. 

"You'd better take that glove off," she said.  "It’s made of a material we 
don't want anyone else to get hold of." 

Alex pulled at the glove, but it didn't move.  It wasn't just stuck, it 
seemed to be glued onto his hand.  He began pulling harder, panicking. 

"It won't come off!" he said.  "It's attached to me!  It must have melted 
onto my skin in the fire!" 

"No, Alex," Star turned to him and caught his gloved hand between hers.  
She spoke softly and calmly.  "It's okay.  I'm sorry, I should have expected this." 

"What?" 
"The gloves work with the wearer.  It's just trying to stay on so it doesn't 

lose you." 
"How do I get it off?" 
"Just relax.  Just look at me.  Look at me.  Calm." 
Alex fought down his panic and looked at her.  She smiled at him for the 

first time. 
"Calmly," she said.  "Just think about the glove sliding off your hand.  

Just try and picture it in your mind." 
Alex thought hard. 
“You’ve worn gloves before?” 
“Of course!” 
"Imagine what they feel like coming off.  Just like any other glove." 
Alex thought, trying to remember the feeling of the glove against his skin 

as he put it on.  He could hardly remember thinking about it.  He had just acted 
when he thought he had to get the canopy open. 

"Just think of that," said Star again.  “There.  That’s it.” 
The glove slid easily off his fingers as Star lifted it away from him.  Alex 

looked at his hand, turning it over in case there was anything like a glue over 
his fingers.  There was nothing; his hand was fine. 

"See?" said Star.  "Nothing to it." 
"Thanks." 
"Don't mention it.  Here's the hangar." 
The lift door slid open.  Star led Alex out into a large cavern with a flat 

floor, apparently cut out of solid rock.  Two planes, similar to the one Alex had 
seen crash, sat in the centre of the cavern.  Another sat off to the side, its wing 
removed and lying beside it.  There were opened panels all over the rest of the 
fuselage and exposed wires and components everywhere.  This must have 
been Hans' usual plane. 



Star led Alex towards the two other planes. 
"Mine's the flyer on the left," she said.  "You're sitting in the back." 
The canopy was open and as they approached, Alex saw there was 

another, smaller seat set behind the pilot's seat.  It was going to be cramped. 
"You ever flown before?" Star asked. 
"Once.  To London," said Alex. 
"This'll be a lot faster," said Star.  
"You can really fly this?" asked Alex. 
"Certainly can.  Only a few of us left now." 
"I've never seen anything like this in real life.  It looks too small for a 

plane." 
"It flies perfectly.  My dad helped design it." 
"Your dad builds planes?" 
 "He did," said Star.  "Get in." 
Alex climbed into the back seat and Star helped him to pull a harness 

around him and buckle the straps correctly.  Producing a black helmet and 
oxygen mask from the side of the cockpit she helped him to put them on.  
When she was sure everything was fitted correctly she climbed into the pilot's 
seat in front.  The canopy closed over them and sealed shut. 

"Can you hear me okay?"  Alex heard Star's voice through headphones in 
his helmet. 

"Fine.”. 
"Okay.  I'm going to take us as fast as I can.  We're a secret operation so 

we don't want to be seen and we certainly don't want anyone tracking us back 
here." 

"What about radar?  Won't someone see us?" 
"Not likely.  This thing has a really low radar cross section and we've got 

some other tricks to help us." 
"Like what?" 
"Can't tell you." 
"Why not?" 
"Because they're secret.  I could tell you but then I'd have to kill you." 
"You kill people a lot?" 
"No.  But I'm the mood to start today.  You ready?" 
"As I'll ever be." 
He heard Star chuckle: "Hang on, kid." 
Alex jumped as he heard a sudden roar from the plane's engines directly 

behind him as they ignited and then suddenly became much quieter.  He was 
expecting to be bounced around by the vibrations but the cockpit stayed 
surprisingly steady.  There was a change in the pitch of the engine and Alex felt 



them slowly lift vertically away from the ground and hover.  Directly ahead of 
them in the cavern wall, just visible to him past Star's shoulder, was a large 
rectangular metal section.  As the plane moved forward, picking up speed, the 
section began to slide quickly upwards.  Alex could see dull daylight appearing 
beyond. 

Star suddenly accelerated and the plane blasted almost silently out of 
the hangar and low over a forested mountainside covered in tall, green trees 
as far as he could see.  The sky was grey and a low mist hung over much of the 
landscape below.  It was vast and beautiful, not like the hills and the Grampian 
Mountains at home but an even bigger range of mountains that could maybe 
stretch the length of a continent. For the first time ever Alex was wishing he 
knew more about world geography so he could have a better guess at exactly 
where he might be.  He also found himself wondering why it was so dark so 
soon but then remembered about the time difference.  Carl was right, it was 
early in the morning here - wherever here was. 

"What mountains are these?" he asked Star. 
"Big tall ones," she replied.  "If it's nothing urgent can you stay quiet?  I 

need to concentrate for a few minutes before I engage the autopilot." 
Alex didn't reply.  He was sure she could fly and talk at the same time: 

she just didn't want to talk to him just now – or at all.  He didn't really care, he 
just wanted to get home and check his dad was okay.  Maybe one of the 
meteorites had hit his house with him in it... 

After about twenty minutes of silence a bleeping tone sounded through 
his headphones.  Alex heard the sound of static as Star turned on the radio. 

"Carl," he heard her say.  "Are you getting a signal?" 
"Yes," came Carl's voice after a few seconds’ delay.  "I see it." 
"It's a mayday," said Star.  "I think it's Adrienne.  Yeah, look at the code, 

it is Adrienne." 
"Copy that," said Carl.  "Blue and I will deal with it." 
"But she's in New York," Star said.  "We're only about ten minutes north.  

Nobody else is anywhere near." 
"Just carry on with your instructions, Star," said Carl, calmly.  "We'll 

handle this." 
"But she's in trouble!" Star almost shouted, making Alex wince at the 

echoing in his headphones.  "She could know something vital!" 
“We’ll handle it here,” Carl repeated. 
“Nobody can get to her in time, Carl!  By the time you let the local forces 

know it could be too late!” 
"Star - " Carl began but she cut him off. 



"Hans is dead and you and Blue have too much to do there.  I'm 
responding!" 

"Star, no - " Carl's voice suddenly stopped as Star shut off the radio. 
"Idiots!" Star exclaimed. 
She was silent for a moment as Alex made out the sound of an alarm 

sounding and then stopping and an electronic voice starting to say something 
but being almost immediately cut off. 

"What's happening?" said Alex. 
"They think I'm just good for babysitting and taxiing you home." 
“So what are you doing?” 
“Disengaging the autopilot.  Hang on!” 
Star began banking the plane round to the right heading lower.  Scenery 

scrolled past underneath them, their speed transforming whatever features 
were below into a blur. 

"You ever been to New York, Alex?" 
"No." 
"We'll soon put that right.  Big Apple next stop." 
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HIGH ARENA 
 

Adrienne fought down the urge to be sick and tried to stay calm.  When 
Mr Grise had grabbed her she had had the awful sensation of being sucked up 
into something – or maybe down - like she was being pulled into a whirlpool.  
For a fraction of a second all was black until she found herself standing at a 
corner further along First Avenue with Grise still holding her by the wrist.  His 
hand was like a vice.  She saw people standing, looking at the place where they 
had just been but before she could shout for help Grise looked up and she felt 
herself being sucked away again.  Another instant and they were standing on a 
fire escape about three or four floors above street level.  Adrienne considered 
dropping her bag and throwing a punch with her right hand but again he 
looked up and around and they vanished once more.  When they reappeared 
Adrienne felt his grip relax and she stumbled backwards and fell - into nothing. 

Now they seemed to be miles above the cityscape.  Adrienne spun round 
as she fell, catching a glimpse of the tops of the roofs of the tiny buildings 
below her.  A tall building, very close by, flashed into her view as she fell - and 
crashed into hard metal.  Adrienne grabbed at an orange metal strut that lay 
horizontally just next to her and flung her arms round it as she realised they 
were on the long arm of a crane mounted on top of a skyscraper under 
construction.  She was lying face down, almost at the end of the arm, clinging 
to the metalwork as Mr Grise stood between her and the dizzying path back 
towards the crane’s cabin and her only obvious escape route. 

For a moment Mr Grise stood still, turning his head slowly left and right, 
scanning the skyline.  He didn't seem to be worried by the height or the strong 
winds that were whipping past Adrienne's ears, making her unbuttoned jacket 
flap wildly like little fabric wings trying to take off.  She looked around as well, 
searching for any other ways to get away but seeing none: not unless she felt 
like jumping and dropping over forty storeys to the ground.  On the horizon a 
tiny black dot of a helicopter was flying at an angle away from them; it was 
unlikely they would have seen her. 

Apparently satisfied that they were safe from interruption, at least for 
for now, Mr Grise turned to Adrienne. 

"You still have something unusual on you," he said over the sound of the 
wind.  He wasn’t shouting, it was almost as if he could simply increase the 
volume of his talking voice. 

"I don't know what you mean!" she shouted back.  "Please - let me get 
down!" 



Grise shook his head: "No.  Not until I have it." 
As Adrienne watched, Grise lifted his right hand and pointed down at 

her.  The hand suddenly elongated and moved quickly, stretching out towards 
her, thinning out into a kind of pink-white tentacle that seized around her bag 
which she was still clutching in her right hand and tore it from her.  The 
movement made her slip sideways and she heard herself screaming as she 
flung her leg across to prevent herself rolling uncontrollably sideways and over 
the edge.  Grise ignored her and held the bag in front of him with his new 
tentacle limb, examining it closely. 

"It’s not in here," he said.  It was as if he was talking to himself rather 
than her. 

Still holding the bag, the tentacle shot out again and grabbed Adrienne 
by her left upper arm.  Grise's left hand suddenly began growing thin and then 
also transformed into a tentacle, whipping out towards Adrienne's left jacket 
pocket, seizing the single item in it and holding it up in front of his eyes.  He 
surveyed the metallic pen-like object intently. 

"Now this is unusual," he said.  "Where did you come by it?" 
"What are you?" Adrienne shouted.  "What's wrong with you?" 
Adrienne already had a very good idea of what Mr Grise was.  

Pretending she didn't know was not likely to save her but it seemed to be her 
best chance.  At the moment it seemed to be her only chance. 

"Where did you come by this?" he repeated, ignoring her question. 
"I...  I must have bought it.  It's a pen!" 
"Where did you come by this?"  Mr Grise's face was expressionless as he 

repeated the question but his grip on her shoulder tightened slightly and more 
painfully. 

"I bought it!  I – I don’t know!  Maybe someone gave it to me.  I go to 
meetings - we get gifts and things like that." 

"Where did you come by this?" he asked again, the tentacle beginning to 
dig more sharply into her shoulder. 

"I can't remember!  Please..." 
"Where?" 
“I told you!  I don’t know!” 
“Very well,” said Grise.  “We will wait until you decide to tell me.  The 

wind is strong here.  You have only a little time before you become too tired to 
hold on – and it is a long way down.” 

Mr Grise dropped her back onto the unforgiving metal from about half a 
metre up.  Adrienne landed heavily and lay stunned for a fraction of a second 
before she felt the wind pushing at her again, trying to roll her over the edge.  
She grabbed hold of one of the struts with both arms and clung on again.  The 



metal felt freezing cold at this height and the wind made it vibrate like it was 
alive and shivering, making it harder to keep her grip.  Grise crouched down 
ahead of her, still blocking her only way to escape.  A few small tentacles 
appeared from around the tops of his shoes and grabbed hold of the struts 
immediately underneath him, anchoring him securely against the wind. 

Adrienne had to admit things looked bleak.  He had her trapped on top 
of the crane and the wind would get her eventually when she began to tire.  
She had never been particularly afraid of heights but she found herself 
beginning to get dizzy as she looked down onto the roofs of the nearby 
buildings.  The only way off seemed to be to give Grise the information he 
wanted.  But if she did then she had no guarantee that he wouldn't just drop 
her off the edge anyway. 

She needed to think.  And she didn't know how long Grise was really 
going to give her.  The minutes ticked by - long and slow as her arms became 
more and more tired - and no great ideas presented themselves as she looked 
around.  The distant dot of another helicopter flew past almost level with the 
horizon, a long way off. 

Then she spotted something else in the air. 
Grise noticed it too, looking around suddenly and scanning the horizon 

before fixing on a point.  Adrienne squinted into the distance: yes, there was a 
slight shimmering in the sky and then she saw a black dot suddenly appear, 
approaching fast.  For a second she thought it was another helicopter but as it 
neared she realised it was a small plane. 

That was quick, she thought. 
 
 
 
"Dammit!" shouted Star. 
"Where did they go?" said Alex. 
One second they were slowing down to circle the two people on the 

crane on top of the half-built skyscraper, the next second, without any 
movement from either of them, there were no people.  They just seemed to 
have vanished in a blink. 

"Did they fall?" 
"No," said Star.  "I see them.  They're on the building now, see?  Second 

storey from the top." 
Alex looked over at the building itself.  The top half still didn't have its 

walls in place, just the metal struts of the building’s skeleton, and he could see 
right through from one side to the other.  Two figures were silhouetted against 
the lightening sky, the woman kneeling as she got up from the floor and the 



man holding what looked like thick ribbons in his hands that were twisting in 
strange patterns in the wind. 

"She's too close for a shot from here," said Star.  "I'm going to have to 
take us down." 

"What?  You’re going to land on there?" 
"Just stay with the aircraft for now, Alex.  If anything goes wrong – if 

anything happens to me - just try and get yourself down to ground level.  There 
has to be a way down for the building crew.  An elevator or stairs or 
something.  Just run." 

"Goes wrong like what?  What's happening?" 
"Just do what I say for now.  Keep your head down back there and try 

not to let him see you.  Please, Alex.  It’s really important!" 
As she was talking Star slowed the plane down to hovering speed and 

manoeuvred it towards the building.  Alex slid down into his seat, unclipping 
the harness the way that Star had explained as they had flown across the 
broken and still-burning buildings of New York approaching this particular 
skyscraper.  The city looked like a small battle had just been fought there with 
a number of buildings damaged, some of them still on fire or smoking 

The canopy sprang open as the craft touched down and Alex's ears were 
filled with the noise of the blast from the engines as they brought it to a stop 
and then sat almost silently idling.  Star jumped out, the helmet on her suit 
closing up as she moved, and was lost to view as he slouched low in his seat. 

 
 
 
Star approached the man with the tentacles.  (He had tentacles!)  He had 

a grip on Adrienne's left arm, pulling her closer to him.  They were both 
standing closer to the edge of the building than Star would have liked Adrienne 
to be.  There were no barriers on the sides.  Nothing to stop someone falling 
off. 

"Let her go," said Star, stopping about twenty paces from the tentacled 
man.  The voice produced by the helmet's loudspeaker was slightly different to 
her own and she hoped it sounded calmer and more commanding than she felt 
right now. 

"No," the man said, his voice carrying easily to her over the wind. 
"Let her go," Star tried again. 
"No."  The man's face was calm and expressionless.  His free tentacle 

flexed smoothly, distractingly. 
Too distractingly.  Star almost didn't move in time as he let go of 

Adrienne, pushing her away towards the edge.  Adrienne stumbled as she tried 



to keep her balance and stop herself falling and rolling over the side.  The 
newly freed tentacle flew towards Star, the tip suddenly lengthening and 
transforming into a large spike.  Star jumped and rolled to the left as the 
tentacle gouged out a chunk of the concrete floor where she had just been 
standing. 

Star jumped to her feet and was immediately knocked down again by 
the second tentacle whipping in from the opposite direction.  As she tried to 
get back up both tentacles snaked in together and grabbed her around her 
waist.  She gasped as his grip tightened instantly on her.  But in concentrating 
on trying to pick her up, the tentacled man had left both her arms free: that 
was a mistake.  Star fixed her eyes on his chest and pointed with her right 
hand.  The air around her glove began to shimmer and sparks began flashing.  
Suddenly a blue bolt of what could have been electrical energy arced from the 
glove and hit the man in the middle of his chest.  He tensed as it hit and then 
staggered back as it stopped, evaporating.  He dropped Star who landed badly, 
falling to the side.  She blasted him again as Adrienne clambered round to 
circle behind her, getting to her feet as the man fell backwards. 

For a moment he didn't move.  Star looked over to speak to Adrienne 
who suddenly shouted and pointed back towards the man.  Star turned back to 
look, too late, as the tentacles whipped back and grabbed a wooden table 
covered in planks and other equipment used by the construction workers and 
flung it towards Star.  It hit her full in the body with a crash of smashing timber.  
Star hit the ground hard, winded and unable to move as she saw the man 
stand up again and begin walking deliberately towards her. 

 
 
 
From behind the pilot's seat Alex saw Star go down.  And stay down. 
"Come on!  Get up!" he hissed as she lay there. 
She didn't move.  But obviously it wasn't as if she could hear him.  And it 

wouldn't have done her much good if she could, he realised.  Alex wasn't even 
sure if she was still conscious.  The whole thing was almost unreal – or at least 
even more unreal than most of today had been already.  Looking at the figures 
moving and fighting on the huge rectangular floor with the new York cityscape 
beyond, complete with occasional columns of black smoke still rising from 
some of the damaged buildings, Alex could have been watching some combat 
video game.  Except that all this actually seemed to be real. 

He looked round the interior of the plane for anything that he could use 
to help Star.  Every sensible thought told him he should stay hidden or get out 
while the man was distracted with her and find a way down and save himself - 



he had noticed a nearby set of steps to the side which he could probably make 
a run for - but he ignored those thoughts and kept looking, sitting up slowly to 
check the pilot's seat. 

Alex glanced at the controls but immediately gave up on that idea.  They 
were meaningless to him even if there were weapons or something else that 
could help.  He needed something else, something he could use.  And then he 
saw it, tucked securely in a netting pocket on the side of the pilot's chair: the 
red glove.  If Star's right glove could fire lightning or whatever that was, maybe 
this one could too. 

Alex leaned over and grabbed the glove, slipping it onto his right hand.  
It fitted snugly, he noticed, the fingers matching the length of his fingers 
exactly and it was just wide enough to fit the width of his hand.  He didn’t 
remember it fitting as that well before.  If he didn't know better Alex might 
have thought it had shrunk slightly to fit him. 

So how did it fire?  Did this one even fire - was it different to Star's?  Alex 
looked over to where Star was still lying, twitching slightly.  The tentacled man 
was advancing on her, ready to grab her again.  If he got hold of her he would 
easily be able to throw her off the edge of the building.  The young blonde 
woman in the dark trousers and jacket - Alex assumed she must be Adrienne, 
whoever she was - had picked something up off the floor, a spanner or 
something similar, and flung it at the man.  Alex saw it simply bounce off his 
shoulder without him even seeming to notice. 

How to fire this thing?  Stay calm, Alex told himself.  What had Star 
done?  An image suddenly came to his mind of Star in her yellow suit firing at 
the man, how she had pointed at him, how she had stood. 

Suddenly Alex's glove started to move of its own accord, straightening 
his fingers and pointing them outwards.  Before he could react he felt 
something on his elbow and looked down.  To his horror, the glove was 
growing along his arm!  Faster and faster it extended along the limb, covering 
him with an insulated layer of red material moving to envelop him!  Alex tried 
to grab his right arm with his left hand and pull it off, but it was too late.  The 
growing material had reached his shoulder and was spreading with lightning 
speed onto his chest and up his neck.  A brown-grey mist suddenly covered his 
eyes and everything went quiet. 

 
 
 
With all the energy she had remaining, Star rolled onto her left side and 

tried to lift her right arm to aim at the tentacled man.  She was too late.  The 
man was standing right by her.  He stamped down on her right arm with his 



foot, pinning it down pointing away from him.  Star looked up at him and saw 
that he was changing again, his head elongating into a longer, roughly 
triangular shape and his eyes enlarging and thinning into dark ovoid slits.  A 
hammer bounced off the back of his head - thrown by Adrienne - but he did 
not respond.  One tentacle was raised over Star, transforming into a jagged 
spike ready to stab her.  Game over, she thought. 

Then a blue bolt of energy surged through the air above her head and hit 
the man on his right shoulder.  He staggered back a step and tried to steady 
himself as another bolt hit him and almost knocked him down. 

Who?  Star looked back and saw a red-suited figure walking unsteadily 
towards them. 

Alex? 
Oh no! 
At almost the same time there was the deafening sound of rotor blades 

and a helicopter hovered down into sight stopping level with the floor they 
were on, about twenty metres away.  With no walls in place they were all 
easily visible to it.  For a second Star thought it was a police helicopter but then 
saw the logo of a news network displayed on its side.  In a lot of ways that was 
probably even worse. 

No time to worry about it now.  Star pointed her right hand at the man 
and gave him a longer blast of energy as Alex hit him with a couple more short 
bursts.  Adrienne was taking shelter behind one of the building's bare steel 
columns as energy crackled through the air around them. 

The transforming man seemed to be taken by surprise at the appearance 
of a second opponent and was having difficulty staying on his feet as bolts hit 
him from two directions.  Star didn't intend to give him the chance to recover.  
She started blasting at his legs, almost knocking him over and steadily forcing 
him back towards the edge of the building.  If she couldn’t knock him down 
she'd try and see if he could grow wings as well... 

The man screamed at them as he backed away, his mouth expanding 
into a massive black maw filled with jagged teeth.  Maybe that was closer to 
his real appearance or maybe he was trying to make himself look more 
monstrous to intimidate them.  If he was trying to scare them it didn't help as 
Alex and Star kept blasting at him.  It wasn’t as if they could stop now. 

With a sudden motion the man turned his head and looked at the 
hovering news helicopter.  An instant later he was on the helicopter itself, 
hanging onto one of the landing legs, making it tilt suddenly, down and 
sideways, dangerously close to the side of the building as the pilot fought to 
adjust to the increased weight pulling it off balance.  Then the man looked 
downwards, and was gone. 



There was a sudden relative quiet as the energy blasting stopped and 
the helicopter pilot decided to move further away from the building, still 
keeping in sight.  Star looked over at Alex. 

"Keep your helmet closed," she said to Alex as he ran up to her.  "We 
don't want to be recognised." 

"What was that thing?" Alex asked.  “And what’s this suit?” 
"Later.  It’s complicated.  Where's Adrienne?" 
"Here!" calledd Adrienne, emerging from behind a pillar.  "Thank you!  I 

thought he was going to kill me." 
"I think he was," said Star.  "He’d have killed all of us." 
"He knew about the beacon.  He knew I was carrying it." 
"What was he?" asked Alex. 
"Later," said Star curtly. 
"Who's this?" asked Adrienne, looking at Alex.  "That's not Hans." 
"No.  Hans is dead." 
"No!  Star - " 
"I'm okay.  We need to report back.  I think that thing was an 

Approximation." 
"That's what I asked," said Alex, then immediately: "What's an 

Approximation?" 
"That thing was," Star said curtly. 
"I saw him earlier today,” said Adrienne.  “There was another one with 

him, addressing the Security Council.  They were making demands." 
"Demands?" said Star.  “What kind of demands?” 
"I think the Graze are behind the meteorites." 
"Who?" asked Alex. 
"This one called himself Grise," Adrienne continued. 
"What's the Graze?" Alex asked. 
He really didn't expect an answer by now as the woman and the girl 

carried on talking urgently, ignoring him.  He could hear them perfectly 
through the helmet of his suit which had grown to a perfect fit around him as 
he had begun moving in it.  What was this suit thing?  How did it work?  Could 
he keep it?  He suspected he knew Star's answer to the last question. 

Alex turned his head to look at the helicopter hovering nearby.  As he 
looked, glowing words and numbers appeared on the inside of his visor which 
seemed to be telling him things about it: how far away it was, how big, how 
fast it was travelling. 

As Alex watched, he saw it turn to move around the building and then 
rapidly move away from it a little.  It was almost as if the crew were watching 
something.  Alex looked at the helicopter window and, just as he thought 



about it, his vision zoomed in so that he could just make out the pilot inside.  
He was a pudgy man with a black moustache, wearing a white baseball cap and 
tinted glasses.  He seemed to be shouting and lifting his hands from the 
controls to point downwards at something Alex couldn't see.  What was he 
doing? 

Then Alex realised. 
"Look out!" 
He felt, almost before he heard, the scrabbling tentacles as Grise 

suddenly reappeared, launching himself up through the bare concrete stairwell 
that Alex had considered escaping down five minutes before.  Caught by 
surprise, Adrienne and Star threw themselves to the ground as Alex unleashed 
a large energy bolt over their heads, passing a lot closer to them than he had 
intended.  The blast caught Grise on the shoulder, knocking him off balance for 
a moment. 

Star scrambled to her feet, pulling Adrienne up with her. 
"Cover Adrienne," she shouted.  "I'll go for the flyer." 
She sprinted towards the plane while Adrienne ran diagonally away from 

her with Grise following.  He was now an expanding mass of tentacles, a skin-
coloured octopus with a monstrous humanoid head.  His ripped black jacket 
finally split in two and fell to the floor as, using some of his tentacles as legs, he 
seemed to ripple forward across the floor. 

Alex ran behind Adrienne, keeping himself between her and Grise, 
looking round and blasting him a few times, slowing him down a little each 
time but not stopping him.  Alex found he had no real control over how large 
the blasts he was firing were.  It must be something you had to learn how to 
do. 

They were running out of floor space fast.  Adrienne reached the edge 
and grabbed onto a pillar, sliding herself round it as if she was going to try and 
climb down to the floor below.  Alex turned to face Grise.  He should be 
terrified, he found himself thinking.  Instead, Alex realised that – surprising 
himself - he was angry.  Adrienne had said that this thing had somehow caused 
the meteorites.  It might have hurt people close to him and it had definitely 
hurt and killed many others.  Anger was driving out the fear he should have 
been feeling.  He stood his ground, pointing at Grise as he slowly approached, 
trying to aim for his eyes and his mouth. 

Then two massive blue energy bolts, travelling parallel to each other, 
slammed into Grise, sending him flying back across the floor to smash into a 
side pillar.  Alex looked round.  Star was sitting in the plane which was now 
hovering slightly, turned towards Grise.  Two black cylinders, like gun barrels – 



no, Alex thought, they actually were gun barrels - had appeared on the wings, 
close to the main fuselage. 

Grise fell to the side and then began to slowly sit up again, supporting 
himself with his tentacles, some of which seemed to have stopped moving and 
were hanging limply.  He screamed in Star's direction. 

She responded by firing another blast from both guns that hit him full in 
the stomach – the blasts angled to hit him together - and ripped him apart.  His 
smoking body fell backwards in two main pieces, convulsing and disintegrating 
further as what was left of him dropped from view over the edge. 

Star touched down again, clambered out of the cockpit and ran over to 
them as Alex helped Adrienne back onto the floor.  The wind seemed stronger 
at the edge of the building but the suit seemed to be partly moving itself as 
Alex moved, lending him some extra strength.  The news helicopter had moved 
away again, apparently deciding to keep its distance after seeing Star's 
shooting. 

"Are you both okay?" Star asked. 
"Fine", said Adrienne.  "Your colleague here saved me.  What's your 

name?" she asked Alex. 
"He's not a colleague," Star interjected. 
"I'm Alex," said Alex. 
"Pleased to meet you, Alex," said Adrienne.  She extended a hand and 

Alex shook it. 
"I'm just delivering him home," said Star.  "I had to bring him along when 

I got diverted here." 
"Lucky you brought him with you, then." 
Star looked darkly at Alex, then back at Adrienne. 
"Now what?" she asked. 

 


